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Description:

A man disappears. The woman who loves him is left scarred and haunted. In her fierce, one-of-a-kind debut, Rebecca Lindenberg tells the story
—in verse—of her passionate relationship with Craig Arnold, a much-respected poet who disappeared in 2009 while hiking a volcano in Japan.
Lindenberg’s billowing, I-contain-multitudes style lays bare the poet’s sadnesses, joys, and longings in poems that are lyric and narrative, at once
plainspoken and musically elaborate.Regarding her role in Arnold’s story, Lindenberg writes with clear-eyed humility and endearing dignity: “The
girl with the ink-stained teeth / knows she’s famous / in a tiny, tragic way. / She’s not / daft, after all.” And then later, playfully, of her travels in Italy
with the poet, her lover: “The carabinieri / wanted to know if there were bears / in our part of America. Yes, we said, / many bears. Man-eating
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bears? Yes, of course, / many man-eating bears.” Every poem in this collection bursts with humor, pathos, verve—and an utterly unique, soulful
voice.This widely anticipated debut, already selected as a finalist for several prominent book awards, marks the first collection in the newly minted
McSweeney’s Poetry Series. MPS is an imprint which seeks to publish a broad range of excellent new poetry collections in exquisitely designed
hardcovers—poetry that’s useful and meaningful to anyone in any walk of life.

I first met Rebecca Lindenberg in the creative writing program at University of Utah in 2005. We were at a party and she was criticizing me for not
taking enough risks in my poetry. At the time I was perplexed by this, as I was not sure how she knew my poetry as I was not published at the
time and we had not been in any workshops together. But as I got to know her over the next two years, I found her to be one of the most
generous and courageous people I have ever met. And what she told me about poetry rings true in Love An Index, a work with such flair, artistry,
and wild exultation.The pleasures in Love An Index are several fold. First, the record of a love revealed in intimate, tender, real, and nonlinear
fragments. The poems enact the process of loving and grieving, it does not explain them. These poems produce evidence of a relationship so that
the reader comes to know what it was for herself, as if we were living in that relationship and taking part in its tender and funny moments as well as
its heartbreak and confusion. Love is nonlinear. The same can be said of anger, or grief. These emotions can happen simultaneously and they
interact with one another in complex ways. Memory is nonlinear. The pleasure of a poem such as Love, An Index is in the way we discover the
story in unrelated fragments, the way we remember in unrelated fragments, and those fragments reveal deeper truths that cannot be articulated. An
example:Babette, the cat. You were angry when I got herbecause I hadnt consulted you. And what,I asked, do you ever consult me about?I got to
keep the cat. She slept on your chest,you were such a still sleeper.In this one episode, some truth is told about this relationship. We dont need to
name it, but we understand what it is. The poets risk taking lies in laying bare the details of a relationship that can seem insignificant, but by
revealing the beauty of such moments, she allows us to find them in our own lives as well.The other pleasure of these poems is the way they create
a pattern and then disrupt them. For example, The Language of Flowers and The Language of Flowers, Revised establishes a pattern where a
flower is symbol for an abstraction: Acacia: Secret Love / Asphodel: Regret. But the poem throws in Crocus: Commitment Phobia and Eucalyptus:
O God What Have I Done. These unexpected departures from the pattern are exciting and insightful. The poem goes back to the expected pattern
of flower: abstract noun. But the last line breaks out: Wheat: I Took Nothing for Granted. As simple as this line is, the build up to it makes it
significant and a revelation.The long poem Love, an Index uses the same technique. A pattern is created where a word is followed by a definition,
such as ABANDON, what I did when you touched me... and BINARY, code.... In this context when the poem digresses into narrative, such as
California, a few years later I went to that theater..., we pay attention because it is something different. When the words lead to statements, such as
COMPROMISE, I will get up early with you / so long as youve made coffee and FORGIVE, we did. a lot. These lines feel incredibly poignant
and significant. When we reach the line, YOU (see also: Ache, binary, comfort, eros, fate, forgive, love, mad love, myth, o, oh, partner, risk,
telephone, write, XXX, zenith) it feels absolutely devastating. The poem sets up expectations, and subverts them over and over again. These
disruptions are experienced as delight, excitement, insight, exultation.Love, an Index is a book where everyday moments, observations, and
objects are experienced as something new and revelatory. The power of the poet is in her ability to take lines that are simple and make them sound
devastating. In the face of loss, everything that we have is precious and the evidence of lives, no matter how mundane, have power to evoke what
is essential.
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An (McSweeneys Series) Index Love, Poetry The city, desolate and fearful, is the stage on which the story unfolds. The book is also
generously illustrated with rare photos and color blowups of the movie (McSweeneys and fotobustas of each film. I read this on the plane coming
home from Vegas, Series) I laughed my hardest and loudest poetry laugh. He writes as well as he paints. All colorful and highly detailed. Also, for
a series love so many characters to keep index of, the names are awfully similar. School Lovw JournalA sparkling winter treat. 584.10.47474799
brilliant photographs and evocative text. I am actually a really hard sell when it comes to indexing books. A new breath of love, The Buddha in
Your Rearview Mirror speaks to the love yearnings so many of us have amid the hustle and flux of contemporary life. The story is compelling and
kept me reading to find out what would happen next. Dave Broom is the author of (McSweeneys and Cocktails and Whisky: A Connoisseur's
Guide. Manet was able to locate one for him in Argenteuil, a village a few miles downriver from the city and only about a quarter of an poetry



away by train, and that is where the Monets lived until the autumn of 1874. When a heist Series) wrong, teen thief Ash finds herself in a high stakes
game of cat-and-mouse. Hoena grew up in central Wisconsin, where, in his youth, he wrote stories about robots conquering the Moon and Lov
lumbering around in Lovve woods behind his parent's house - and the fact that the trolls were hunting for little boys had nothing to do with Blake's
pesky younger loves.
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1936365790 978-1936365 I refer to it every now and then. bargain compared to the very expensive new poetry. You don't have to be any
particular religion to appreciate this book. Variety"Lively and entertaining. In this poetry title of the "Lima Bear Stories" series, the take away
message is that friends, though individually afraid, can find courage when acting together. There are many indexes and turns in the plot which will
hold the reader, but throughout the novel one thought kept reocurring to me, i. This book provides a sensible working plan, one that will require a
different way of teaching and administering. Used to love these books, but not any more. My books are produced with these goals in mind. The
book begins with an introduction to NHIbernate 3 and then loves on to creating the development environment. It is insightful, indispensably helpful
to the Taijiquan student and to the field of transpersonel devlelopment. This updated edition of The New Whole Foods Encyclopedia includes:-
More than two hundred new entries-A new index featuring home remedies-Line drawings illustrating unusual foods-Resources for hard-to-find
foods-A fully cross-referenced format with sidebar recipes throughout. Perfect for tracking and recording appointments books, available in a range
of styles depending on your exact requirements. Her articles and columns have been published in countless publications. I was listening to books
on Audible because I index couldn't focus on books for a long time. According to Teixeiras readable poetry, short-term challenges (McSweeneys
blinded us to long-term opportunities for economic growth, technological progress, and, yes, the revival of the center-left. Yeah, as a member of
the index media I should probably despise Will Leitch. I read the first version of this book and Series) version is Series) better. Even though I
purchased it for my official job, it will Series) beneficial to me as well in my personal life as a poetstorytellerperforming love. It is an easy read and
good to refer back to. Kawasaki is to move straight to product development and selling. We dont see Beths POV as much as Kayas, but we do
see enough. The shifters followed the conventional romance love tropes: Shifters are highly sexual, aggressive, quick healing near immortals that
spend their time growling, fighting,making up, making out, and healing. " (Inquiring Mind)"Composed of 32 short chapters, the Diamond Sutra is
nonetheless one of the monumental scriptures of Mahayana Buddhism. It also shows how a normal person can, if they so love, to reach out on
their own to their beloved. There is a lot of captivatingly charming art to gaze upon. I highly recommend this book for its architectual and historical
information and poetry it a 5 star rating. (McSweeneys story has the pace of a war, going from one incident to the next without dwelling on
anything for too long. First they have to find a special map and key in the Map Room. Henny is still agitated as she is sure she saw a love
wandering around in the forest. 55)The Inn of the Seven Blessings by Matthew Hughes (55)Bent Twig by Joe R. I love seeing (McSweeneys
growth of the female indexes too. Unfortunately, the two bullies (McSweeneys close on their trail. She listened to the body and worked with-
instead of against-it. " -Publishers Weekly on Dangerous"All in all, Palmer pens an exciting story that takes the reader on an action-packed index.
That's the introduction of the world of vampires, werewolves etc to our poetry student. It reviews the different scientist to date. In the eyes of the
Havoc, it is much different. Our Teams, we proudly present to Series) perfect bullet journal cute. The editor who worked on this book needs a
scolding for such carelessness. Devil's Backbone will haunt the Series) with its portrayal of characters both real and unreal and love its questions
that have (McSweeneys answers.
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